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FoodTech & AgTech

Legal Solutions for Sustainable Innovation: Empowering Growth in Technology

We employ our knowledge to support FoodTech and AgTech

entrepreneurs address the fundamental challenges of building

and growing world-class brands to create a more sustainable

future.

Our team of experienced attorneys understands the unique challenges and opportunities facing

FoodTech and AgTech entrepreneurs. We provide comprehensive legal services tailored to meet

the specific needs of FoodTech and AgTech startups, helping them navigate complex issues,

protect intellectual property, and structure strategic partnerships. Additionally, we provide

strategic counsel to investors seeking to commercialize emerging technology and build a more

sustainable future, guiding them through due diligence processes and closing investments. By

leveraging our industry knowledge and legal expertise, we empower our clients to thrive in a

dynamic landscape.

We work with food science clients by providing guidance on everything from capital formation

to growth acquisitions and joint ventures.  We advise our clients on executing significant co-

manufacturing, distribution, and customer agreements.  We specifically help FoodTech and

AgTech companies secure design and utility patents, as well as trademark registration to build

world-class brands.

Experience
REPRESENTATIVE MATTERS:

Serve as Counsel to Agrivida in Acquisition by Novus International, Inc.

Morse serves as outside general counsel to KPM Analytics, a global leader in scientific

instrumentation, focuses primarily on analyzing critical parameters within the food, feed,

agriculture, and environmental sectors.
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